Machine for Removing Trampled Chewing Gum
from Hard Surfaces.
Subject
The Offer presents new original solution of machine that removes trampled chewing gum from
pavements and other solid surfaces, outdoor or indoor.

Features
This method represents new generation of service, and quality in effective removal of chewing
gum and cleaning places that haven’t been cleaned before.

Applications
Namely for the developed countries the trampled chewing gum in public areas presents a
problem, which is being recognized more and more often. The interest in resolving this
problem is growing. The present state is caused by total absence of machinery capable to
remove the trampled chewing gums in an adequate way.

State of Development
The prototype machine has done hundreds of testing/cleaning hours. Thousands of chewing
gums have been removed. There are references of e.g. McDonalds, Hornbach, EuroCenterInterspar, Futurum-Tesco shops in the Czech Republic.

Technological Information and Advantages
The advantage of machine is that chewing gum is removed and cleaned at the same time and
surface is fully clean. No chemicals are used.
The cleaning machine does not depend on energy supply or water supply. It is fully mobile.
The machine does not cause any damage to surface area, due to the small cleaning body
(SCB) containing cleaning components with no contact with the cleaned area. The machine
cleans even very old and hard chewing gums tread in to the rugged surface for long period.
The cleaning process requires few seconds. The chewing gum is removed with no residue of
any materials and the area is cleaned at the same time. This new machine represents an
original solution that is incomparable with any device worldwide.

Economics
The production cost of the machine is estimated at 1000 – 1500 €. The production of the
machine does not need any special equipment. The machine weights about 100 Kg.
Operating cost of the machine is moderate. The machine should be supplied to companies,
which are contracted to clean public areas.

Patents & Publications
The machine has been filed for patent protection in the Czech Republic recently. The patent
application may be filed in other territories within the priority period.

Commercial Offer
Complete know-how and machine prototype is available. Either the technology can be
licensed, or the complete patent rights can be assigned onto the future producer.

Contact
The inventor Mr. F. Novak is represented by:
INVENTIA s.r.o., Na Belidle 3, 150 00 Praha 5, Czech Republic, www.inventia.eu
husakova@inventia.eu, tel. ++420 222247484

Picture no.1: The machine for removing trampled chewing gums.

Picture no.2: Moveable body (SCB) with small wheels that move over the area, handle and protecting
tube for know-how secrecy.
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Picture no. 3: Area before cleaning.

Picture no. 4: Area after cleaning.
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